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Could intravoxel incoherent motion diffusion-weighted
magnetic resonance imaging be feasible and beneficial to
the evaluation of gastrointestinal tumors histopathology
and the therapeutic response?
Hou-Dong Zuo, Xiao-Ming Zhang

Abstract

Hou-Dong Zuo, Xiao-Ming Zhang, Sichuan Key Laboratory of
Medical Imaging, Department of Radiology, Affiliated Hospital
of North Sichuan Medical College, Nanchong 637000, Sichuan
Province, China

Gastrointestinal tumors (GTs) are among the most com
mon tumors of the digestive system and are among the
leading causes of cancer death worldwide. Functional
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is crucial for
assessment of histopathological changes and therapeutic
responses of GTs before and after chemotherapy and
radiotherapy. A new functional MRI technique, intravoxel
incoherent motion (IVIM), could reveal more detailed
useful information regarding many diseases. Currently,
IVIM is widely used for various tumors because the
derived parameters (diffusion coefficient, D; pseudoperfusion diffusion coefficient, D*; and perfusion fraction,
f) are thought to be important surrogate imaging
biomarkers for gaining insights into tissue physiology.
They can simultaneously reflect the microenvironment,
microcirculation in the capillary network (perfusion) and
diffusion in tumor tissues without contrast agent intra
venous administration. The sensitivity and specificity of
these parameters used in the evaluation of GTs vary, the
results of IVIM in GTs are discrepant and the variability
of IVIM measurements in response to chemotherapy
and/or radiotherapy in these studies remains a source of
controversy. Therefore, there are questions as to whether
IVIM diffusion-weighted MRI is feasible and helpful in the
evaluation of GTs, and whether it is worthy of expanded
use.
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Core tip: In general, the gastrointestinal tumors (GTs)
can be diagnosed by routine computed tomography/
magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and biopsy, but the
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perfusion activity from diffusion. Consequently, the
following parameters derived from IVIM DW-MRI can
be calculated without the contrast: (Slow) diffusion
coefficient (D), pseudo-perfusion (fast) diffusion co
[9,12]
efficient (D*) and perfusion fractions, (f)
. The f
and D* parameters have the potential to reflect tumor
angiogenesis activity noninvasively and are significantly
[13]
correlated with microvessel density (MVD) scores . D
is generally thought to be the pure diffusion coefficient
that depicts extracellular and extravascular tissue water
[14]
molecular motion . Since IVIM-DWI was introduced,
this technique showed great potential in tumor evaluation
[15,16]
and grading
. In recent years, IVIM-DWI has also
[17]
been used to distinguish benign from malignant tumors
and to evaluate chemotherapy therapeutic responses in
[10,18]
various tumors
. However, the application of IVIM-DWI
in the gastrointestinal tract tumors may be challenged:
first, gastrointestinal tract tumors are relatively small and
thin, and imaging may be affected by motion artifact;
second, the exact nature of the IVIM signal is not wellunderstood, and there are heterogeneous patterns of
signal attenuation on a voxelwise basis in normal tissues
[19,20]
and tumors
; third, the sensitivity and specificity of
these parameters used in the evaluation of GTs vary and
[15,18]
the results of the IVIM in the GTs are discrepant
;
finally, the variability of IVIM measurements in response
to chemotherapy and/or radiotherapy in these studies
[10]
remains controversial . Nevertheless, the following
findings in GTs may dispel our worries to some extent
and may provide hope for the use of IVIM for GTs.

intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM), a new emerging
MRI technique, plays a important role in the tumor
evaluation before and after surgery, and provides more
useful information in tumor properties, stage and che
moradiotherapy (CRT) response. What’s more, the
quantitative parameters derived from IVIM, including D,
D* and f, can gain an insight into tumor tissue physiology
changes and simultaneously reflect the microenviron
ment, microcirculation in the capillary network and
diffusion in tumor tissues, thus, new imaging biomarkers
for monitoring and evaluating the tumor and the CRT
response in GTs.
Zuo HD, Zhang XM. Could intravoxel incoherent motion diffusionweighted magnetic resonance imaging be feasible and beneficial
to the evaluation of gastrointestinal tumors histopathology and
the therapeutic response? World J Radiol 2018; 10(10): 116-123
Available from: URL: http://www.wjgnet.com/1949-8470/full/v10/
i10/116.htm DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.4329/wjr.v10.i10.116

INTRODUCTION
Gastrointestinal tumors (GTs) are common tumors of
the digestive system and are among the leading causes
[1]
of cancer death worldwide . It was estimated that there
will be 176960 new cases and 62880 deaths in United
[2]
States in 2018 . The current therapeutic methods for
GTs are surgical resection and chemotherapy and/or
[3]
chemoradiotherapy (CRT) . However, surgery inflicts
substantial trauma to both the body and mind. For
advanced stage patients, systemic chemotherapy is the
better choice. In this situation, imaging monitoring for the
chemotherapeutic response and evaluation is essential.
Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a promising
modality for tumor detection, diagnosis and evaluation,
because of its many advantages, including absence of
radiation, multiplane and multiple-parameter imaging.
Diffusion weighted imaging (DWI) is an important
imaging sequence, based on the Brownian motion of
[4]
water molecules . The apparent diffusion coefficient
(ADC) is sensitive to water molecules in the tissues and
[5]
reflects the microenvironmental changes of tumors .
It is used to differentiate malignant from benign tumors
[6,7]
and to evaluate tumor responses after chemotherapy .
However, ADC values of the tumor are not consistent
after treatment because treatment may cause cell
[8]
swelling or fibrosis that decreases ADC values . Based on
the ADC reflection of the tissue diffusion and perfusion,
[9]
Le Bihan et al proposed the intravoxel incoherent
motion (IVIM) model to depict perfusion and diffusion
effects. It is a new dual exponential imaging mode with
multiple b values that is applied in oncologic imaging and
[10,11]
related studies
. With multiple b values, IVIM-DWI
quantifies microvascular perfusion effects with smaller
2
b-values (0-200 s/mm ), and quantifies tissue water
2
molecular diffusion with higher b-values (> 200 s/mm ).
Therefore, IVIM-DWI MRI differentiates microvascular

WJR|www.wjgnet.com

GASTRIC TUMORS
Few studies reported the IVIM-DWI was used in the
gastric cancers, because gastric cancer can be diagnosed
[21]
by contrast computed tomography (CT)/MRI and may
[22]
be confirmed by endoscopy and biopsy . Nevertheless,
IVIM has been used to evaluate the biological behavior
of gastric cancer, including cell proliferation, differen
[23-25]
tiation, invasion, metastasis and survival
, as well
[10,26]
as to monitor chemotherapeutic responses
. D*
[13]
and f values correlated with MVD in tumor tissues ,
suggesting that D* and f might serve as imaging mar
kers for the noninvasive evaluation of MVD of tumor
grading and treatment effectiveness.
In fifty-three patients with gastric cancer reported by
[25]
Ji et al , the D value positively correlated with human
epidermal growth factor receptor-2 (HER2) scores (r
= 0.481, P < 0.001), and the D values of HER2(+)
gastric cancers were substantially higher than those of
HER2(-) tumors (P = 0.007). With the cut-off value of
-3
2
1.123 × 10 mm /s, the D value differentiated HER2(+)
from HER2(-) gastric cancers with an area under the
curve of 0.762 (P = 0.011). Therefore, the IVIM-DWI
is feasible for preoperative assessment of HER2 status
of gastric cancers and could be a potential biomarker in
evaluating HER2 status of gastric cancers.
As for chemotherapeutic responses, IVIM-DWI
and derived parameters are useful for predicting the
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[29]

early efficacy of chemotherapy and are more sensitive
imaging biomarkers for gastric cancer. In mouse models
bearing two kinds of human gastric cancer xenografts,
and in human gastric adenocarcinoma AGS cells models
(baseline: day 0), when the mouse received 5-fluorouracil
(5-FU) (15 mg/kg)/calcium folinate (5 mg/kg) treatment,
mean D values in the treated groups (ΔD%: 17.12% ±
8.20%, 24.16% ± 16.87%, 38.54% ± 19.36%) were
significantly higher than those of the controls (ΔD%:
-0.13% ± 4.23%, 5.89% ± 4.56%, 5.54% ± 4.44%) at
days 1, 3, 5 and 7. The f values were significantly lower
than those of the control group (-34.13% ± 16.61% vs
1.68% ± 3.40%; -50.64% ± 6.82% vs 3.01% ± 6.50%;
-49.93% ± 6.05% vs 0.97% ± 4.38% and -46.22% ±
7.75% vs 8.14% ± 6.75%). The D* values were also
significantly lower than those of the control group at alltime points (-32.10% ± 12.22% vs 1.85% ± 5.54%;
-44.14% ± 14.83% vs 2.29% ± 10.38%; -59.06% ±
19.10% vs 3.86% ± 5.10% and -47.20% ± 20.48%
vs 7.13% ± 9.88%). Furthermore, the histopathologic
findings showed that D positively correlated with tumor
necrosis and cellular apoptosis. Values of f and D*
correlated positively with MVD and negatively correlated
[26]
with cellular apoptosis . In MKN-45 human gastric
adenocarcinoma xenograft mouse models, after
fluorouracil and calcium folinate treatment, D* values in
the treated group decreased markedly (ΔD*% = -30%,
-34% and -20%, P < 0.05) and f values increased
dramatically (Δf % = 93%, 113% and 181%, P <
0.05) on days 3, 7 and 14. D* and f values correlated
well with histopathological changes demonstrating the
reduction of cell proliferation and MVD and the increase
[10]
in tumor apoptosis and necrosis . These findings
indicated that IVIM-DWI and derived parameters could
be potentially useful for early evaluation of chemo
therapy response and may provide additional pivotal
information for the evaluation of therapeutic effect in
gastric tumors (Figure 1).

(KRAS mutant/wild type) . D values were significantly
lower and D* values were significantly higher in the
KRAS mutant group than in the KRAS wild-type group.
According to the ROC curve, D* values displayed
moderate diagnostic significance with the area under
curve (AUC) values of 0.710. The cut-off value of
-3
2
D* was 26.58 × 10 mm /s. The findings suggest a
[13]
relatively high tumor cellularity and hypervascularity
[29]
caused by mutation of the KRAS oncogene .
IVIM parameters correlated with histopathology
of rectal tumor tissues. D values were more likely to
correlate with cell count, Ki-67 index and total nucleic
area. The f values showed good correlation with stained
vessel area, total vessel area and vessel count. D*
[33]
values correlated with mean vessel diameter . These
findings confirmed that D reflected cell structure and
water motion, and D* and f values reflect the vessel
[11,13]
microenvironment
.
In rectal non-mucinous carcinoma and mucinous
carcinoma, D, D* and f distinguished rectal tumor
tissues from normal rectal wall, reflecting tumor tissue
cellularity and microenvironment changes. Furthermore,
lower f values were observed in poorly differentiated
non-mucinous carcinoma and there were significant
positive correlations with differentiation degree. This
may be related to the fewer glands and glandular
architecture in poorly differentiated tumors. D values
were higher and D* values were lower in mucinous
carcinomas than in non-mucinous carcinomas. Inte
restingly, correlation analysis showed D and D* had
significant correlations with histological type. D was
more likely to be related to cellular microstructure than
[11]
to tumor cellularity , and D* actually reflected blood
flow and was affected by flow velocity and vascular
[34]
geometry . IVIM-DWI–derived parameters were also
useful for describing rectal tumor aggressiveness and
[31]
prognosis . D* and f tended to increase with greater
tumor differentiation, and D and D* decreased with
advanced tumor stages. The f is the partial volume of
[9]
the whole capillary vascular fraction and the proportion
of the arterial blood is greater than the venous com
[35]
ponent for f at low b values . This phenomenon
is reflected in well-differentiated tumors and poorly
differentiated tumors: the capillary vascular network
is relatively mature in the former, and there is poor
structure of luminal vessels leading to low perfusion
[31]
of the microcirculation in the latter . This could be
confirmed by the correlation between the D*, f and
[13]
MVD in colorectal tumors . Another important finding
is that tumor invading the vascular wall had lower D*
than did the group with no vascular wall invasion. This
suggested that D* may be related to tumor stage. IVIM
parameters were associated with some critical clinical
indices, such as carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) and
[31]
CA199, which are related with prognosis .
Another important application of IVIM-DWI is moni
[36]
toring the therapeutic response. Sun et al
reported
repeatability coefficients for 3.0T MRI in rectal cancer:
correlations for D, f, and D* were 11.1%, 55.4%, and

COLORECTAL TUMORS
Many studies focusing on the new techniques for the
evaluation of the colorectal tumors have been pub
[27,28]
lished
. A newly proposed modified VARiable PRO
jection (VARPRO) algorithm specifically tailored for
fitting the IVIM to DWI showed better performance
than did the Levenberg-Marquardt (LM) algorithm in
64% of cases and stronger “segmented” methods in
100% of cases in locally advanced rectal cancer (LARC).
Therefore, VARPRO algorithm is a better fit for the IVIM
[28]
model than is LARC DWI .
In colorectal tumors, IVIM and the parameters
were used to evaluate tumor histopathology, Kirsten
rat sarcoma viral oncogene homologue (KRAS) muta
tion status, CRT response, pathological response to
neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NACT) and relationships
[11,29-32]
with tumor prognostic markers
.
IVIM-DWI has been explored in genomic expression
experiments to predict the genotype of rectal cancer

WJR|www.wjgnet.com
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A

B
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Figure 1 A 48-year-old male diagnosed with malignant gastric carcinoma (signet ring cell cancer). A, B: The lesion has slightly low signal on T1-weighted image
(A) and slightly high signal intensity on T2-weighted image (B); C: On DWI, the cancer shows hyperintensity (white arrows); D, E: After contrast agent injection, the lesion
shows mild-to-moderate enhancement in arterial and portal venous phases; F-H: The pseudocolor maps of D, D* and f derived from IVIM were displayed, the values of the
D, D* and f are 0.92 ± 0.11 × 10-3 mm2/s, 26.75 ± 13.61 × 10-3 mm2/s and 17.24% ± 4.8%, respectively; I: The HE staining of the tissues (100 ×).

40.3%, for intraobserver analysis, respectively, and
were 41.6%, 134.0%, and 177.6%, for interobserver
analysis, respectively. The test-retest repeatability
coefficients for D, f, and D* were 24.5%, 126.3%, and
197.4%, respectively, larger than the intraobserver
values. Therefore, D value showed better short-term
test-retest reproducibility than did f or D*. The authors
concluded that f and D* variance should be understood
prudently in longitudinal studies on rectal cancer in which
[36]
treatment response is monitored . In a report including
25 consecutive patients with advanced rectal carcinoma,
-3
2
D values were highest in the rectum (1.29 × 10 mm /s),
-3
2
-3
then the tumor (0.96 × 10 mm /s) and fat (0.37 × 10
2
mm /s), and the f values were lower notably in tumor
(9.12%) than in fat (16.05%) in patients not receiving
neoadjuvant CRT. In patients receiving neoadjuvant
-3
2
CRT, D was higher in tumor (1.10 × 10 mm /s) and
-3
2
-3
the rectum (1.26 × 10 mm /s) than in fat (0.33 × 10
2
mm /s).
For patients not receiving CRT, the vascular area
fraction negatively correlated with D and positively
correlated with f. For the rectum, D negatively cor
[11]
related with cellularity C in patients after CRT . The

WJR|www.wjgnet.com

findings implied that D is related to tumor tissue activity
[37]
that is frequently strongly vascularized
and indicate
the heterogeneous tumor tissue microenvironment.
Furthermore, the correlation between D and cellularity
C reflects the cellular microenvironment in the tumor,
adjacent rectal wall and fat that affects water molecule
[11]
Brownian motion directly . In another report with
[18]
31 patients with rectal cancer , median D values
increased remarkably pre- and post-CRT and were
much higher in good responders to CRT. The median
D was lower than the median ADC before and after
CRT. The relative change was significantly greater in
the good responders than in poor responders. Median
D values showed higher AUCs than did ADC values
for treatment response evaluation. This was because
[38]
perfusion contributes to ADC in rectal cancer
and
microcirculation or perfusion effects can be identified
by true tissue diffusion with sufficient b value sampling
[9]
and bi-exponential curve fit analysis with IVIM .
Nevertheless, median f and D* values change before
and after CRT were not consistent with the degree
of tumor response. This may be the limitation of D*,
[39]
due to its high uncertainty and poor reproducibility .
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A

B

C

D

E

F

G

Figure 2 A 67-year-old female diagnosed as rectal cancer (poorly differentiated adenocarcinoma). A, B: The rectal cancer is isointense on T1-weighted image (A)
with slightly high signal intensity on T2-weighted image (B); C: On diffusion weighted imaging, the cancer shows hyperintensity (white arrows); D-F: The pseudocolor
maps of D, D* and f derived from intravoxel incoherent motion are displayed, the values of the D, D* and f were 1.03 ± 0.12 × 10-3mm2/s, 50.35 ± 24.96 × 10-3mm2/s
and 20.37% ± 5.9%, respectively; G: HE staining of the tissues (100 ×).
[40]

Similar results were reported by Lu et al
and Xu et
[41]
al . In these two studies, the IVIM-derived D value
was a promising tool for predicting and identifying the
pCR status prior to therapy. The D percentage changing
values after therapy may be helpful and more accurate
than traditional DWI for assessing pCR status.
Interestingly, in LARC before and after NACT, high
tumor f was found to be useful for predicting better
tumor response (tumor regression grade, TRG1-2)
and the sensitivity and specificity was 69% and 100%,
respectively. More importantly, f combined with tumor
volume (fpre/Vpre) offered the best prediction of poor
tumor response with a sensitivity of 88% and specificity
of 91%, as well as 5-year progression-free survival
[30]
(PFS) (P < 0.01) . These findings indicated that high
f suggests tumor tissues with good vascular structures,
and low f indicates poor vascular structures; and high f
has been shown to be related to pathologic complete
[30]
response (pCR) (Figure 2).

nodes in patients with rectal carcinoma. In metastatic
lymph nodes, because of the increased water molecular
diffusion and microperfusion, reduced cellular density
and increased tumor-related blood vessels within the
metastatic lymph node, mean D and f values increased
significantly, whereas mean D* values were lower than
those of normal lymph nodes. The lower D* values
may be due to the low blood velocity and MVD of tumor
2 [34]
tissues at low b value (< 200 s/mm ) . Among the
parameters, D values and D values combined with the
short-axis diameter had the highest AUC, and D* values
[34,42]
had the lowest
, suggesting that D is more sensitive
and has the highest diagnostic efficacy in distinguishing
[15]
normal from lymphatic metastasis .
In assessment of therapeutic responses of me
tastatic lesions, parameters derived from IVIM-DWI
changes are thought to be surrogate markers of tumor
therapeutic responses. IVIM-DWI is usually sensitive
to tumor necrosis after chemotherapy, because ADC in
CRC metastases change along with specific increases
in free molecular diffusion D that correlates with tumor
[43]
necrosis . In another report, distant metastasis lesions
had higher D* and relative perfusion (fD*) values,
suggesting that IVIM parameters might reflect different
[33]
clinical and histopathological features in rectal cancer ,
although there were no significant differences between
other IVIM parameters.

METASTATIC LESIONS
The parameters derived from IVIM-DWI are currently
used for diagnosis of metastases, intra-tumor changes
and therapeutic responses.
In metastasis diagnosis, IVIM-DWI may be useful
in differentiating metastatic and non-metastatic lymph

WJR|www.wjgnet.com
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In patients with liver metastases from CRC treated
[44]
with cytotoxic chemotherapy reported by Kim et al ,
after the first cycle of chemotherapy, ADC values
-3
2
increased (1191.9 ± 232.2 × 10 mm /s vs 1263.5 ±
-3
2
266.4 × 10 mm /s; P = 0.012) and D (1085.9 ± 232.9
−3
2
-3
2
× 10 mm /s vs 1173.5 ± 248.9 × 10 mm /s; P = 0.012),
while f values decreased (173.7% ± 39.8% vs 133.5%
± 28.3%; P = 0.017) in eight responding patients. In 24
responding metastatic lesions and 12 non-responding
lesions after neoadjuvant FOLFIRI (5-FU, leucovorin,
irinotecan) plus bevacizumab therapy, f values showed
statistically significant differences between responder
and non-responder lesions, and the f variation sensitivity
[45]
and specificity were 62% and 93%, respectively . All
findings indicated that IVIM-DWI and the parameters
were useful for the prediction of therapeutic response
after chemotherapy for metastases in CRC.

In conclusion, with the technical assistance of IVIM,
IVIM-DWI will be considerably more useful in evaluating
GTs, reflecting histopathological changes and therapeutic
responses before and after chemotherapy. Much deeper
investigations and applications of IVIM-DWI in GTs are
on the horizon.
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Encouragingly, based on the IVIM technique, more
precise and effective parameters emerged for GTs,
including α. The parameter α, derived from stretchedexponential model, appears to be more suitable for
colorectal tumors in evaluating pCR after CRT because
[47]
of the superior diagnostic performance of D, D* and f
and their better reliability than ADC for assessing pCR
after CRT.
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(then termed emboli) lodged in the lungs. Measuring
the volume of the emboli with a semi-automated region
growing software program using computed tomography
pulmonary angiogram data can be helpful to evaluate
treatment efficacy in clinical drug trials. This study
demonstrates the technique to be reproducible both
between image analysts and when repeated by the
same image analyst when the data is obtained in a
multicenter setting.

Published online: October 28, 2018

Abstract
AIM
To evaluate reproducibility of pulmonary embolism (PE)
clot volume quantification using computed tomography
pulmonary angiogram (CTPA) in a multicenter setting.
METHODS
This study was performed using anonymized data in
conformance with HIPAA and IRB Regulations (March
2015-November 2016). Anonymized CTPA data was
acquired from 23 scanners from 18 imaging centers
using each site’s standard PE protocol. Two independent
analysts measured PE volumes using a semi-automated
region-growing algorithm on an FDA-approved image
analysis platform. Total thrombus volume (TTV) was
calculated per patient as the primary endpoint. Secon
dary endpoints were individual thrombus volume (ITV),
Qanadli score and modified Qanadli score per patient.
Inter- and intra-observer reproducibility were assessed
using intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) and BlandAltman analysis.

Kaufman AE, Pruzan AN, Hsu C, Ramachandran S, Jacobi A, Patel
I, Schwocho L, Mercuri MF, Fayad ZA, Mani V. Reproducibility
of thrombus volume quantification in multicenter computed
tomography pulmonary angiography studies. World J Radiol
2018; 10(10): 124-134 Available from: URL: http://www.wjgnet.
com/1949-8470/full/v10/i10/124.htm DOI: http://dx.doi.
org/10.4329/wjr.v10.i10.124

INTRODUCTION
Venous thromboembolism (VTE) represents the com
bined disease states of deep venous thrombosis (DVT)
and pulmonary embolism (PE). PE is the most significant
sequela of DVT, occurring in more than a third of DVT
[1]
patients . In the United States, there is a combined
average annual incidence of over 275000 new cases
of VTE among whites of predominantly European
[2]
origin and African-Americans . A retrospective study
demonstrated an incidence of 117 VTE cases per 100000
[3]
in a demographically white population . The same study
showed VTE to be predominantly a disease of older age,
with males slightly more affected than females, whereas
in the younger population the incidence is higher in
[3]
females during child-bearing age .
[4,5]
PE has a high mortality rate . The two week and
three month post diagnosis all-cause mortality rate
[6]
was found to be 11.4% and 17.4% respectively . Risk
of mortality in PE rests upon multiple factors including
clinical findings of shock and hypotension and elevated
markers of right ventricular dysfunction and myocardial
[7,8]
injury . Clot burden alone is not a principal marker
in clinical risk stratification, however computed tomo
graphy pulmonary angiogram (CTPA), is a commonly
used diagnostic tool that has been shown to help with
[9-11]
risk stratification of PE
. Objectively measuring
thrombus volume from CTPA data can be particularly
[12]
useful to evaluate the efficacy of treatments for PE .
Indeed, clinical pharmaceutical trials of drugs such as
thrombolytics rely upon objective measures including
total thrombus volume (TTV), the sum of volumes of all
PE present in an individual, to assess drug effectiveness
and potency and to help determine the optimal duration
[13]
of therapy . This study is not performed to assess
CTPA measured clot volumes as a clinical prognostic
indicator. Rather, the goal of this study is to evaluate
the reproducibility of a quantifiable metric; the TTV in
PE, especially as new drugs are being developed that

RESULTS
Analyst 1 found 72 emboli in the 23 patients with a
mean number of emboli of 3.13 per patient with a
range of 0-11 emboli per patient. The clot volumes
3
ranged from 0.0041 - 47.34 cm (mean +/- SD, 5.93
3
+/- 10.15cm ). On the second read, analyst 1 found the
same number and distribution of emboli with a range
3
of volumes for read 2 from 0.0041 – 45.52 cm (mean
3
+/- SD, 5.42 +/- 9.53cm ). Analyst 2 found 73 emboli
in the 23 patients with a mean number of emboli of 3.17
per patient with a range of 0-11 emboli per patient.
3
The clot volumes ranged from 0.00459-46.29 cm
3
(mean +/- SD, 5.91 +/- 10.06 cm ). Inter- and intraobserver variability measurements indicated excellent
reproducibility of the semi-automated method for
quantifying PE volume burden. ICC for all endpoints
was greater than 0.95 for inter- and intra-observer
analysis. Bland-Altman analysis indicated no significant
biases.
CONCLUSION
Semi-automated region growing algorithm for quan
tifying PE is reproducible using data from multiple
scanners and is a suitable method for image analysis in
multicenter clinical trials.
Key words: Pulmonary embolism; Arteries; Computed
tomography angiography; Computer-assisted image
analysis; Thrombolytic therapy
© The Author(s) 2018. Published by Baishideng Publishing
Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core tip: Blood clots that occur in deep leg veins can
break away and cause the serious complication of clots
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aim to eliminate and reduce clot size. Thrombus volume
measured by contrast enhanced CTPA could potentially
serve as an imaging biomarker for evaluating burden
and/or severity of PE in clinical trials. One such current
study is the DS-1040b, a Randomized Study to Assess
the Safety, Pharmacokinetics/Dynamics of DS-1040b in
Subjects With Acute Submassive Pulmonary Embolism,
NCT02923115 (www.clinicaltrials.gov).
Quantifying clot burden with CTPA requires seg
mentation of emboli from non-thrombotic contrastenhanced blood within the pulmonary vasculature and
computation of clot volume. Semi-automated region
[12]
growing algorithms can be used for this purpose .
The inter and intra-observer reliability of this technique
has been tested in data obtained from a single center
[12]
using one fixed CTPA imaging protocol . Accuracy of
this approach has also been established by the relative
[12]
volume measurement error . However, these types
of studies have not been implemented in a multicenter
setting. This is a retrospective study performed on
sample data obtained from subjects undergoing CT
pulmonary angiography for suspected PE. Images
were obtained from multiple centers as part of a study
qualification visit for a multicenter drug trial evaluating
a new thrombolytic agent and were from cases of sus
pected PE at the site obtained in the week prior to the
qualification visit. Therefore, in addition to the stated
study goal of evaluating the quantifiable metric of TTV
in PE, the broader purpose of this study is to evaluate
the hypothesis that repeatable volume quantification
can be made using a semi-automated region growing
algorithm on in vivo PE data obtained in a multicenter
setting with inherent variability of CT scanners and
acquisition and reconstruction parameters using TTV as a
primary endpoint and individual thrombus volume (ITV),
Qanadli score and modified Qanadli score as secondary
endpoints.

known: 72, 60, 82, 30 and 73. Two patients were known
to be female where their ages were known to be 21 and
77. There were also two patients of unknown gender that
were known to be 72 and 81 years old.
Two experienced image analysts performed the in
vivo study. AEK (a board-certified diagnostic radiologist
with six years clinical experience) and ANP (Bachelor
of Science with two years vascular imaging experience
under the supervision of board certified radiologists (AJ,
AEK) assessed each patient for the presence of emboli
within the pulmonary arterial tree. The extent of the
analysis was from the main pulmonary artery up to and
including emboli within segmental arteries bilaterally.
See Figure 1 for a schematic of the segmental distri
bution of the pulmonary arteries. An embolus appeared
as a filling defect of soft tissue density within the
otherwise contrast enhanced pulmonary arterial tree. An
endoluminal filling defect was deemed a single embolus
if it was contiguous and demonstrated no intervening
contrast material fully separating it from adjacent clot.
Embolus volume was the measured parameter and the
endpoints were TTV and ITV in each patient and both
the Qanadli and modified Qanadli score in all patients.
Each separate embolus was analyzed using a semiautomated region growing algorithm implemented in
the FDA approved Siemens syngo.via image analysis
platform. This region growing algorithm was similar
to what has been used in previous studies for quantifi
[12]
cation of PE clot volume and was also based on the
[14-16]
methods shown in the following papers
. Briefly,
the region growing algorithm was a pixel-based image
segmentation approach involving the initial selection
of seed points by the user. This segmentation method
examined the nearest neighboring pixels of initial seed
points and determined if the pixel neighbors should be
added to the region. The process was then iterated on,
using data clustering algorithms based on image pixel
data intensity and texture.
At the viewing workstation, the image analyst per
formed segmentation and volumetric quantification of
emboli. To acquire these readings, the cursor was placed
on the clot and the left mouse button was pressed and
held in order to grow into adjacent regions with similar
density readings. The analyst then assessed the need
to include and/or exclude portions of the segmented
mask by visually assessing the anatomic extent of the
embolus and the surrounding anatomic structures and
then made appropriate corrections and adjustments to the
segmented mask. Figure 2 shows an example of in vivo
region growing. In order to determine the inter observer
reproducibility of the data analysis, the two independent
observers were blinded to each other’s interpretations
when computing the clot volumes for each of the datasets
using the same semi-automated algorithm and image
[12,14-16]
analysis package
. One reader (AEK) repeated
the analysis a second time to establish the intra-reader
reproducibility.
A Qanadli score was calculated by assessing the
presence and degree of obstruction in the pulmonary

MATERIALS AND METHODS
This study was performed using anonymized data in
conformance with HIPAA and IRB Regulations (March
2015-November 2016).
CTPA data was acquired from 23 scanners from 18
different centers using the standard image acquisition
for PE at the site. Table 1 describes the image acquisition
and reconstruction parameters and contrast agent
use protocol at each center. The data was completely
anonymized. Patient demographic data was not included
in the study as the cases obtained from the multicenter
sites were requested as part of our core lab qualification
assessment for participation in a clinical pharmaceutical
trial, and as such, a deidentified random sample case(s)
from each site was requested. From image metadata,
limited information on gender and/or age on less than
half of the cases were determined. No other demographic
information was available to the authors. Of the 23
patients studied, seven were known to be male. Where
the male’s age was identified the following ages were
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Table 1 Scanner Information and computed tomography pulmonary angiogram acquisition protocol from each scanner
Site

Scan

Manufacturer

Model

Number of
slices

Recon thickness
(mm)

kVp

Pitch

Contrast agent

1
2
3

Siemens
Siemens
Philips

Definition AS+
Force
Brilliance 16

128
384
16

1
1.5
2

120
90
120

0.45
0.55
0.9

Ultravist 300
Ultravist 300
Isovue 350

4

GE

Optima CT660

128

0.625

120

1.375

Ultravist 370

5

Siemens

Definition AS +

128

1

100

1.2

Iomeron 400

6

Philips

ICT Brilliance 64

256

1

120

0.797

Iomeron 400

7

GE

Revolution GSI

64

0.625

120

1.375

Ultravist 370

8

Philips

Ingenuity CT

64

1

120

0.952

Omnipaque 350

9
10
11

Toshiba
Toshiba
Siemens

Aquilion64
Aquilion64
Sensation 16

64
64
16

0.5
0.5
1.5

120
120
120

1
1
1.2

Optiray 350
Iomeron 400
Iomeron 350

12

GE

Optima CT 660

128

0.625

100

0.984375

Iomeron 350

13

Toshiba

Aquilion ONE

320

1

80

0.8129

Ultravist 370

14
15
16
17

Siemens
Siemens
Siemens
GE

Definition Flash
Definition Flash
Definition Flash
LightSpeed VCT

128
128
128
64

1
1
1
0.625

100
100
100
120

0.55
0.55
0.55
0.984375

Visipaque 320
Visipaque 320
Visipaque 320
Omnipaque 350

18

Toshiba

Aquilion ONE

320

0.5

100

1.375

Iomeron 350

19

Siemens

Definition AS+

128

0.6

120

1.1

Isovue 370

20

Siemens

Definition DS

64

1

120

1.2

Xenetix 350

21
22
23

GE
Toshiba
Siemens

Discovery CT750 HD
Aquilion One
Sensation 40

64
320
40

0.625
1
0.75

100
100
100

1.375
0.8129
1

Iomeron 400
Iomeron 400
Iomeron 370

Academic Medical Center,
Amsterdam, Netherlands
Azienda Ospedaliero
Universitaria Ospedali
Riuniti Di Ancona, Ancona,
Italy
Fondazione Poliambulanza
Istituto Ospedaliero, Brescia,
Italy
Hôpital de la Cavale Blanche,
Brest, France
Cliniques Universitaires
Saint-Luc, Brussels, Belgium
CHU de Clermont-Ferrand,
Clermont-Ferrand, France
Hospital Universitario Dr.
Josep Trueta, Girona, Spain
Medical University Graz,
Graz, Austria
Universitätsmedizin
Greifswald, Greifswald,
Germany
Hopital Michallon - CHUGA,
Grenoble, France
Leiden University Medical
Center, Leiden, Netherlands
UZ Gasthuisberg, Leuven,
Belgium
Cedars Sinai Medical Center,
Los Angeles, United States
Hospital Universitario
Ramon y Cajal, Madrid,
Spain
Intercoastal Medical Group,
Sarasota, United States
CHU de St. Etienne, St.
Etienne, France
Strasbourg University
Hospital, Strasbourg, France
Ospedale di Circolo,
University of Insubria,
Varese, Italy

All images were obtained with dose modulation of tube current. Filter and reconstruction kernels varied.
[17]

arterial tree bilaterally . More specifically, the Qanadli
score was calculated by assessing the CTPA in two
ways, first, by evaluating the distribution of emboli in
order to arrive at a weighting factor, and second, by
determining a level of occlusion score. There are 10
segmental arteries on each side with three segmental
arteries feeding the upper lobes, two feeding the right
middle lobe and lingula (left) and five feeding the lower
lobes. The presence of an embolus in a segmental
vessel was given a weighting score of one. Central
arteries were given heavier weighting than more distal
vessels using the following method: the weighting factor
for a vessel with an embolus was based on the number
of segmental vessels it feeds. The more distal vessels
were then excluded from the score. The scale for the
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level of obstruction of a given vessel was as follows:
0 represents no embolus detected; 1 represents a
partially occlusive embolus; and 2 represent a fully
occlusive embolus. When the weighting factor and
obstruction factors were multiplied then added together,
there was a maximal possible score of 20 per side for
a total possible raw score of 40. With this information
the Qanadli score was then calculated and reported
as a percentage by dividing the raw score by 40, the
[17]
maximal score .
A Modified Qanadli score was also calculated
by solely assessing the presence and degree of
[18]
obstruction in the ten segmental vessels bilaterally .
We performed this additional obstruction index to
pull out any difference that may be seen by using the
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Figure 1 Schematic of segmental distribution of pulmonary arteries. MPA: Main pulmonary artery; RPA: Right pulmonary artery; TA: Truncus anterior; RILA:
Right interlobar artery; RBT: Right basal trunk; RA1: Right upper lobe, apical; RA2: Right upper lobe, posterior; RA3: Right upper lobe, anterior; RA4: Right middle
lobe, lateral; RA5: Right middle lobe, medial; RA6: Right lower lobe, superior; RA7: Right lower lobe, medial basal; RA8: Right lower lobe, anterior basal; RA9: Right
lower lobe, lateral basal; RA10: Right lower lobe, posterior basal; LPA: Left pulmonary artery; LILA: Left interlobar artery; LBT: Left basal trunk; LA1: Left upper lobe,
apical; LA2: Left upper lobe, posterior; LA3: Left upper lobe, anterior; LA4: Lingula, superior; LA5: Lingula, inferior; LA6: Left lower lobe, superior; LA7: Left lower lobe,
medial basal; LA8: Left lower lobe, anterior basal; LA9: Left lower lobe, lateral basal; LA10: Left lower lobe, posterior basal.

Figure 2 Computed tomography pulmonary angiogram images demonstrating segmentation of a saddle embolus in three orthogonal views (arrows).

Qanadli with its focus on weighted central vessels vs
simply assessing obstruction in the individual segmental
vessels alone as we have done in our modified version.
The same Qanadli scale for the level of obstruction was
used in our modified version with 0 representing no
embolus, 1 representing a partially occlusive embolus,
and 2 representing a fully occlusive embolus. As with
Qanadli scoring, a maximum raw score of 40 and a final
score reported as a percentage relative to 40 was used.

guided by a biomedical statistician. Intra-class correlation
coefficients (ICCs) and Bland-Altman analyses were
performed using GraphPad Prism 7 for Mac, GraphPad
Software, San Diego California, United States, www.
graphpad.com. The ICCs were used to compare the
results obtained between the two readers as well as to
compare the results obtained from the two analyses
of the same reader. The agreement between the
measurements by each observer in the two reading
sessions and the agreement between the two observers
were also assessed using Bland-Altman analyses.
According to this method, the mean difference between

Statistical analysis

All statistical analysis presented here was performed or
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Figure 3 Total thrombus volume inter- and intra-observer reproducibility (A) Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) plot and (B) Bland Altman plot comparing
the total PE thrombus volume results of the primary and secondary image analyst for the inter-observer reproducibility analysis (C) ICC plot and (D) Bland
Altman plot comparing the total pulmonary embolism thrombus volume results of the first and second read of the primary image analyst for the intra-observer
reproducibility analysis.
3

measurements is defined as “bias” and represents the
systemic error in measurements. We calculated 95%CI
for bias and for the limits of agreement. ICC provides
the overall inter- or intra-observer agreement whereas
the Bland-Altman method gives the discrepancy in
measurements at the individual level. A one sample t-test
was performed to determine if any bias was observed
on the Bland-Altman analysis. For TTV, in addition to
evaluating absolute differences by Bland Altman analysis,
we also evaluated the % difference between the two
readers or two reads.

ranged from 0.0041-45.52 cm (mean +/- SD, 5.42 +/3
9.53 cm ).
Analyst 2 found 73 emboli in the 23 patients with a
mean number of emboli of 3.17 per patient. With the
three negative cases excluded the mean number of
emboli per patient was 3.65. There was a range of 0-11
emboli per patient. (0 in 3 pts; 1 in 3 pts; 2 in 7 pts; 3 in
2 pts; 4 in 1 pt; 5 in 2 pts; 6 in 3 pts; 7 in 1 pt; and 11
in 1 pt). The clot volumes ranged from 0.00459-46.29
3
3
cm (mean +/- SD, 5.91 +/- 10.06cm ).
The ICC calculated for the TTV measurements per
patient for inter-observer analysis was 0.998 and for
intra-observer analysis was 0.997, while the associated
Bland-Altman analyses for inter-and intra-observer
agreement for TTV demonstrated no inter- or intraobserver biases (P = 0.23 for inter-observer results,
P = 0.26 for intra-observer results for TTV using a
one-sample t-test with 0, two tailed). The ICC and
Bland-Altman analyses are seen in Figure 3. The ICC
calculated for the ITV measurements per patient for
inter-observer analysis was 0.996 and for intra-observer
analysis was 0.997, while the associated Bland-Altman
analyses for inter-and intra-observer agreement for
ITV demonstrated no inter- or intra-observer biases.
(P = 0.55 for inter-observer results, P = 0.24 for intraobserver results for TTV using a one-sample t-test with 0,

RESULTS
Analyst 1 found 72 emboli in the 23 patients with a
mean number of emboli of 3.13 per patient. With the
three negative cases excluded the mean number of
emboli per patient was 3.6. Considering all cases there
was a range of 0-11 emboli per patient. (0 in 3 patients
(pts); 1 in 3 pts; 2 in 7 pts; 3 in 2 pts; 4 in 1 pt; 5 in
3 pts; 6 in 2 pts; 7 in 1 pt; and 11 in 1 pt). The clot
3
volumes ranged from 0.0041–47.34 cm (mean +/3
SD, 5.93 +/- 10.15 cm ). On the second read, analyst
1 found the same number and distribution of emboli.
The clot volume range varied on the upper extent as
compared to the initial read. The clot volumes for read 2
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Figure 4 Individual thrombus volume inter- and intra-observer reproducibility (A) Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) plot and (B) Bland Altman plot
comparing the individual PE thrombus volumes results of the primary and secondary image analyst for the inter-observer reproducibility analysis (C) ICC
plot and (D) Bland Altman plot comparing the individual pulmonary embolism thrombus volumes results of the first and second read of the primary image
analyst for the intra-observer reproducibility analysis.

two tailed). The ICC and Bland-Altman analyses for the
ITV are seen in Figure 4.
A Qanadli score was calculated for each patient. The
range of for Analyst 1 was 0%-52.5% for read one and
0%-52.5% for read two. The range for Analyst 2 was
0%-72.5%. The 20 positive cases had a mean Qanadli
score with associated standard deviations of 37.25%
+/- 16.93 and 39.125% +/- 19.20 for Analysts 1 and
2 respectively. The mean and standard deviation for
Analyst 1’s second read was 37.25% +/- 16.93. The ICC
calculated for the Qanadli score per patient for inter- and
intra-observer was 0.944 and 1 respectively. ICC plots
and Bland Altman plots for inter- and intra-observer
reproducibility for Qanadli assessment are shown in
Figure 5.
The Modified Qanadli score was calculated for each
patient as a secondary study endpoint. The range for
Analyst 1 was 0%-70% for read one and 0%-72.5% for
read two. The range of scores for Analyst 2 is 0%-72.5%.
The 20 positive cases had a mean and associated
standard deviations of 38.125% +/- 20.87 and 36.625%
+/- 21.11 for Analysts 1 and 2 respectively. The mean
and standard deviation for Analyst 1’s second read was
38.5% +/- 21.34. The ICC calculated for the Modified
Qanadli score per patient for inter- and intra-observer
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was 0.996 and 0.999 respectively. ICC plots and Bland
Altman plots for inter- and intra-observer reproducibility
for the Modified Qanadli assessment are shown in Figure
6.
Finally, we also evaluated the % difference in TTV
between the two analysts (P = 0.074, one sample t-test
with zero, two tailed) as well as the two reads by Analyst
1 (P = 0.063, one sample t-test with 0, two tailed).
These Bland-Altman plots are shown in Figure 7.

DISCUSSION
Emboli to the lungs cause physical obstruction of the
pulmonary arteries yielding a pathophysiologic cascade
[19]
resulting in varying degrees of cardiovascular distress .
Although the embolic load and distribution are considered
less pertinent than the patient’s hemodynamic status
[7]
in evaluating risk stratification clot burden has been
shown to have predictive value of mortality in patients
[20]
[21]
with acute PE . For example, Collomb et al have
shown that the hemodynamic severity of acute PE can
be determined by assessing clot burden through the
use of a vascular obstruction index as well as other
vascular load measurements such as right ventricular
(RV): left ventricular (LV) ratio, minimum LV diameter
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Figure 5 Qanadli score inter- and intra-observer reproducibility (A) Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) plot and (B) Bland Altman plot comparing the
Qanadli score results of the primary and secondary image analyst for the inter-observer reproducibility analysis (C) ICC plot and (D) Bland Altman plot
comparing the results of the first and second read of the primary image analyst for the intra-observer reproducibility analysis of the PE obstruction index
(Qanadli score).
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Figure 6 Modified Qanadli score inter- and intra-observer reproducibility (A) Intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) plot and (B) Bland Altman plot
comparing the modified Qanadli results of the primary and secondary image analyst for the inter-observer reproducibility analysis (C) ICC plot and (D)
Bland Altman plot comparing the results of the first and second read of the primary image analyst for the intra-observer reproducibility analysis.
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Figure 7 Bland Altman analysis of total thrombus volume normalized to clot size (Mean vs Difference/Mean) for (A) intra and (B) inter observer analysis.
[21]

and diameter of the central PA . Furthermore, Furlan
[12]
et al
have shown that quantification of clot burden
can be accurate and reproducible at a single institution.
The challenges faced in multicenter studies include
the variety of imaging systems and models used and
the resultant variability in data acquisition. Additional
variables could include differences in the energy level
(kVp), pitch, reconstruction methods and contrast ag
ents utilized.
Overall, inter- and intra-observer variability mea
surements indicated excellent reproducibility of the
semi-automated analysis method for quantifying PE
thrombus volume/burden. The ICC coefficient for all
endpoints TTV (primary), ITV (secondary), Qanadli score
(secondary) and modified Qanadli score (secondary)
all had ICC values greater than 0.95 for both the
inter- and intra-observer analysis. The Bland-Altman
analysis also indicated no significant biases in any of
the metrics evaluated. Our data showed that even with
the variability inherent in multicenter data acquisition
and reconstruction, the image analysis methodology
employed here is reproducible and therefore suitable
for use in a multicenter setting. These findings have
implications on future studies of PE by allowing for both
the option of multisite data acquisition with evaluation
at an imaging core laboratory, as well as inclusion of
direct PE volume measurements and assessment of
temporal changes in embolic load. For example, in the
SEATTLE Ⅱ study, a multicenter investigation to assess
the safety and efficacy of ultrasound-facilitated catheterdirected, low dose fibrinolysis therapy in patients with
acute submassive PE, the RV/LV diameter ratio was
[22]
used as a primary efficacy outcome . Subsequent
research in SEATTLE Ⅱ and similar studies can add
direct clot burden volumetrics in furtherance of the body
of knowledge in this area.
Our results compare well with those obtained by
[23]
Nakada et al , who evaluated inter- and intra-reader
reproducibility studies on manually measured PE volumes
and showed no statistical differences in either inter- or
intra-reader analyses. The intra-reader analysis in that
study was nine months, much greater than in our study.
Implications of our findings on multicenter studies:
In a recent study, we have shown that quantification
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of clot volumes by CT is unaffected by most imaging
acquisition and reconsturction parameters (except large
[24]
differences in pitch used during acquisition) . Results
of the current study show that the image analysis of
data acquired from a multicenter setting is robust with
the size of the clot not affecting the reproducbility of
quantification significantly. Absolute quantification
differences for TTV and ITV for both inter and inra3
observer results were in the range of 2-4 cm (95%CI
on Bland Altman plots, Figures 3 and 4). As a percent
difference, these were of the order of 5%-10% (95%CI,
Figure 7). This indicates that with our methodology we
should be able to robustly pick up changes in absolute
3
thrombus volume greater approximately 2 cm or 5%
regardless of the starting size of the clots. this data can
be used to estimate sample size requirements for clinical
trials using clot burden quantification as an endpoint in
PE treatment studies.
The study was limited by several factors. First, a
small number of subjects were evaluated at a small
number of sites. Images of subjects were chosen for
this study during a site qualification visit prior to the
start of a multicenter clinical trial evaluating a new
thrombolytic agent for PE. Cases were also chosen to
provide a spread of scanners and variations in imaging
protocols across the sites. There could therefore be a
selection bias in how these individuals were included
as part of this current study. Second, the intra-reader
variability analysis may have been affected by recall
bias as there was a short interval of two weeks between
the reads. This may have been insufficient to eliminate
recall bias which could have resulted in the perfect agree
ment between the scores in the two reads. However,
to reduce recall bias, images were presented to the
image analyst in a randomized fashion for the two
reads. Third, we were unable to assess radiation dose
as a variable because the various scanners employ dose
modulation and this setting is dependent upon patient
size. Fourthly, we do not have access to demographic
information of the subjects as the images analyzed were
read anonymously and devoid of any Protected Health
Information to comply with HIPAA requirements and
our IRB approval. Fifthly, the inter reader assessments
were only performed by 2 analysts and the intra reader
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region growing for volume quantification by proving the repeatability of the
technique when used in a multicenter setting.

analysis was performed on two reads by only a single
analyst. Analysis by more individuals will improve the
robustness of the results. Lastly, Qanadli scoring may
also be inherently skewed leading to high ICC because
it relies on the weighting of affected proximal vascular
branches thereby yielding specific discreet scores. This
bias could be emphasized in our patient population that
demonstrated large and often proximal PEs.
In conclusion, the data showed that our image ana
lysis methodology is reproducible and therefore suitable
for future use in a multicenter setting.
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ARTICLE
ARTICLEHIGHLIGHTS
HIGHLIGHTS
Research background

In regard to clinical evaluation of pulmonary embolism (PE), clot burden is not a
principal marker for clinical risk stratification, however clot burden is being used
to assess for pharmaceutical characteristics in clinical drug trials in multicenter
settings. To this point the technique has been studied with data obtained from
a single imaging center using one fixed computed tomography pulmonary
angiogram (CTPA) imaging protocol.

Research motivation

Data obtained from multicenter sites has not previously been studied. Thus, in
order to validate the methods employed in multicenter clinical pharmaceutical
trials of drugs such as thrombolytics, this study was commenced to assess for
repeatability and consistency of clot volume measurements being obtained
using semi-automated region growing techniques. Confirming the reliability of
these measures has value in furthering the assessment of drug effectiveness,
drug potency and in determination of optimal duration of therapy.

Research objectives

The key objective is to evaluate reproducibility of PE clot volume quantification
using a semi-automated region growing algorithm on CTPA data in a multicenter
setting.

Research methods

Anonymized CTPA data was acquired from 23 scanners from 18 imaging centers
using each site’s standard PE protocol. Two independent analysts measured PE
volumes using a semi-automated region-growing algorithm on an FDA-approved
image analysis platform. Total thrombus volume was calculated per patient as
the primary endpoint. Secondary endpoints were individual thrombus volume,
Qanadli score and modified Qanadli score per patient. Inter- and intra-observer
reproducibility were assessed using intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) and
Bland-Altman analysis. The methods employed in this study were novel in that
they previously have not been used in a multicenter setting.
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Abstract

diagnostic image quality. This study demonstrates that
advances in CT scanner hardware and reconstruction
software allow ultra-low dose of radiation with high im
age quality in routine clinical examination of real-world
patients.

AIM
To determine the radiation dose and image quality in
coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA)
using state-of-the-art dose reduction methods in unse
lected “real world” patients.

Richards CE, Dorman S, John P, Davies A, Evans S, Ninan T,
Martin D, Kannoly S, Roberts-Davies G, Ramsey M, Obaid
DR. Low-radiation and high image quality coronary computed
tomography angiography in “real-world” unselected patients.
World J Radiol 2018; 10(10): 135-142 Available from: URL:
http://www.wjgnet.com/1949-8470/full/v10/i10/135.htm DOI:
http://dx.doi.org/10.4329/wjr.v10.i10.135

METHODS
In this single-centre study, consecutive patients in si
nus rhythm underwent CCTA for suspected coronary
artery disease (CAD) using a 320-row detector CT
scanner. All patients underwent the standard CT ac
quisition protocol at our institute (Morriston Hospital)
a combination of dose saving advances including pr
ospective electrocardiogram-gating, automated tube
current modulation, tube voltage reduction, heart rate
reduction, and the most recent novel adaptive iterative
dose reconstruction 3D (AIDR3D) algorithm. The cohort
comprised real-world patients for routine CCTA who
were not selected on age, body mass index, or heart
rate. Subjective image quality was graded on a 4-point
scale (4 = excellent, 1 = non-diagnostic).

INTRODUCTION
Coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA)
is increasingly being used in the diagnosis of corona
ry artery disease (CAD) since it is rapid and minimally
[1,2]
[3]
invasive . However, the high radiation doses pre
viously required for optimising the image signal-to-noise
ratio in CCTA were a major healthcare concern due to
an associated increase in lifetime risk of radiation-indu
[4]
ced malignancy . CCTA has thus been a driving force
behind a number of dose reduction strategies to pursue
radiation exposure to “as low as reasonably achievable”
[5]
(ALARA) without compromising image quality .
Sub-millisievert CCTA was initially proven feasible
in 2009 using dual-source CT with prospectively elec
trocardiogram (ECG)-triggered high-pitch spiral ac
[6]
quisition , and doses as low as 0.06 mSv have been
reported using this technique with a combination of
iterative reconstruction (IR) and reduced tube volta
[7]
ge . However, these were conducted on highly selected
populations with low body weight and heart rate. We
prospectively analyzed the radiation exposure and image
quality in consecutive unselected patients undergoing
CCTA for suspected coronary disease with a 320-detector
row CT scanner and IR, and active reduction of tube
voltage, exposure window, and volume coverage.

RESULTS
A total of 543 patients were included in the study with a
mean body weight of 81 ± 18 kg and a pre-scan mean
heart rate of 70 ± 11 beats per minute (bpm). When
indicated, patients received rate-limiting medication with
an oral beta-blocker followed by additional intraveno
us beta-blocker to achieve a heart rate below 65 bpm.
The median effective radiation dose was 0.88 mSv (IQR,
0.6-1.4 mSv) derived from a Dose Length Product of
61.45 mGy.cm (IQR, 42.86-100.00 mGy.cm). This also in
cludes what we believe to be the lowest ever-reported
radiation dose for a routine clinical CCTA (0.18 mSv).
The mean image quality (± SD) was 3.65 ± 0.61, with
a subjective image quality score of 3 (“good”) or above
for 93% of patient CCTAs.
CONCLUSION
Combining a low-dose scan protocol and AIDR3D with
a 320-detector row CT scanner can provide high quality
images at exceptionally low radiation dose in unselected
patients being investigated for CAD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Key words: Effective radiation dose; Tube voltage;
Tube current; Iterative reconstruction; Coronary
computed tomography angiography; Image quality;
Prospectively electrocardiogram gating

Patient cohort

This is a prospective single-centre study of 549 con
secutive patients (age >18 years) who were referred
to our institute between June 2012 and August 2016
to undergo CCTA for suspected CAD. Patients were
excluded if they were undergoing cardiac CT for other
indications (e.g., assessment for trans-catheter aortic
valve replacement or atrial fibrillation ablation). Patients
were not pre-selected according to age, heart rate or
body mass index (BMI).

© The Author(s) 2018. Published by Baishideng Publishing
Group Inc. All rights reserved.

Core tip: Coronary computed tomography angiography
(CCTA) is now widely used in the diagnosis of coronary
artery disease since it is a rapid, minimally invasive te
st with high diagnostic accuracy. To meet the demands
for increasing spatial and temporal resolution of CT
images, a number of dose saving algorithms have been
implemented to CCTA to minimise radiation exposure to
“as low as reasonably achievable” without compromising
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CT scanner parameters

All examinations were performed on a 320-slice CT
scanner with 320 mm × 0.5 mm detector rows giving
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z-axis coverage of 160 mm (Aquilion One, Toshiba
Medical Systems, Japan). After acquisition of scout
images, prospective ECG-gated CCTA was performed
using half-segment reconstruction and a 350 ms rota
tion time. Scanning field of view was selected based
on scout images using volume sizes of 100-160 mm
and radiographer led to be the smallest possible that
included the area of clinical interest (20 mm below
carina to base of heart). Iodinated contrast media-75
2)
mL of Iohexol (Omnipaque 300 if BMI < 30 kg/m ,
2
(Omnipaque 350 if BMI > 30 kg/m )-was injected in a
biphasic protocol at 5 mL/s triggered by bolus tracking.
The Sure Cardio Prospective Package was used to
reduce the exposure window depending on heart rate.
For patients with a heart rate below 65 bpm, images
were acquired with an acquisition window of 70%-80%
of the interval between two consecutive QRS complexes.
If patients had a heart rate below 60 bpm the acquisition
window could be reduced further at the radiographer’s
discretion. Tube current and voltage were also minimis
ed according to each patient’s BMI and density, using
the Sure Exposure 3D (SUREexposure, Toshiba Medical
Systems, Japan) with an automatic exposure control
system.
Unless contraindicated, patients received rate-limi
ting medication as required with an oral beta-blocker
(atenolol 25 mg) followed by additional intravenous
beta-blocker (metoprolol 5-25 mg) aiming for a heart ra
te below 65 bpm. All patients also received sublingual
glyceryl trinitrate (300 μg).
The effective radiation dose for each patient was
derived by multiplying the dose-length product (DLP),
recorded from the CT scanner, by the conversion factor
-1
-1
0.014 mSv mGy cm , according to guidelines from the
[8]
International Commission on Radiological Protection .
The effective radiation dose can then be compared to
the lowest mean effective doses recorded in literature.
In patients with repeated coronary CT angiography sc
ans, the cumulative DLP and the cumulative effective
dose were included in the analysis.

underwent CCTA for suspected CAD were assessed. A
total of six patients were excluded from the evaluation
due to failure to perform CCTA; four patients due to an
inability to obtain intravenous access and two patients
from incomplete dose data.
Table 1 summarises the characteristics of the 543
patients included in the final analysis. The mean age
was 56 ± 11 years; and 33% were male. The mean
body weight was 81 ± 18 kg and mean heart rate was
70 ± 11 bpm. Additional Ⅳ metoprolol was required in
47% of the scans. The presence of CAD was confirmed
by CCTA in 57 (10%) of patients.

Radiation dose

The median DLP for all 543 patients was 61.45 mGy.cm
(IQR, 42.86-100.00 mGy.cm) corresponding to a me
dian effective dose of 0.88 mSv (IQR, 0.6-1.4 mSv). A
total of 23 scans were repeated and whose cumulative
radiation doses were thus included in the final median
dose value. The frequency of the per-patient radiation
dose, plotted in Figure 1, indicates a high positive skew
with a Pearson coefficient of 3.26 from the normal dis
tribution. This further demonstrates that the majority of
patients received a very low dose of radiation and those
that received a high dose were few in number.
A total of 328 (56%) patients received an effective
dose < 1 mSv, 409 patients (75%) received an effective
dose < 1.5 mSv. Moreover, we believe we have de
monstrated the lowest ever-recorded effective dose for
a CCTA performed in routine clinical practice of 0.18
mSv with a subjective image quality score of 4 (Figure
2).

Image quality

The mean image quality (± SD) for all 543 scans was
3.65 ± 0.61 with a corresponding score breakdown;
excellent 392 (72%), good 118 (22%), poor but usable
30 (5%), and poor 3 (1%). We compared the patient
characteristics of the excellent and good scans (ima
ge quality score 3 + 4) with those that were poor and
unusable (image quality score 1 + 2). There was no
difference in mean age or sex between the groups.
However, compared with excellent and good scans,
poor and unusable scans were more likely to occur in
patients with heart rates > 65 bpm (31% vs 9%, P <
0.0001) and require a higher effective dose (1.98 ± 1.69
vs 1.24 ± 1.41, P = 0.0041) (Table 2).
Twenty-one of the patients underwent invasive co
ronary angiography in addition to CCTA yielding 84 co
ronary arteries for comparison (21 left main stem, 21
left anterior descending, 21 left circumflex and 21 right
coronary artery). CCTA correctly identified a significant (>
50%) stenosis in 16/17 coronary arteries and correctly
excluded significant stenosis in 62/67 coronary arteries.
This gave CCTA a sensitivity of 94%, specificity 93%,
negative predictive value 98% and positive predictive
value 76% to identify a significantly (> 50%) stenosis co
ronary artery in comparison with the gold standard of

Image reconstruction and analysis

Images were reconstructed with a section thickness
of 0.5 mm and an increment of 0.25 mm using the Ad
aptive Iterative Dose Reconstruction 3D (AIDR3D) al
gorithm. CCTA images were analyzed on a dedicated
post-processing workstation by two trained observers.
Subjective image quality was assessed by the two tr
ained observers and scored on a four-point scale (4 =
excellent, 1 = non-diagnostic). If any patients went
on to undergo invasive coronary angiography then the
accuracy of CCTA in determining the presence of signi
ficant coronary disease (stenosis > 50%) compared with
the gold standard of invasive angiography was recorded.

RESULTS
CT data from a total of 543 consecutive patients who
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Table 1 Patient characteristics
n (%)

Parameter
Number of patients
Age (yr)
Gender
Mean weight (kg)
Mean heart rate (bpm)
Oral Beta-blocker
Ⅳ Beta-blocker
Heart rate during scan (bpm)

543
56 ± 11
Male/Female (33%/67%)
81 ± 181
70.3 ± 11.4
204 (38)
255 (47)
349 (64)
112 (21)
55 (10)
18 (3)
11 (2)

< 60 bpm
60-65 bpm
65-75 bpm
> 75 bpm
Not recorded

1

Weight data only available for 32% of the patients.

200

Frequency

150

100

50

0
0

5

10
Effective dose/mSv

Figure 1 Distribution of effective doses for patients undergoing coronary computed tomography angiography.

invasive angiography. Examples of correct and incorrect
CCTA classifications are provided in Figure 3.

cing the radiation dose. Unlike traditional retrospectivegating, where data are acquired over the whole heart
phase, in prospective gating the X-ray tube is switched
on only at predefined time-points of the cardiac cycle. In
[9]
their systematic review, Menke et al confirmed a poo
led effective dose of 3.5 mSv with prospective gating,
a factor of 3.5 lower than the pooled effective dose of
12.3 mSv with retrospective gating.
Radiation dose increases with the square of the tube
voltage at a constant tube current, reducing the tube vo
[10]
ltage further lowers radiation exposure . Tube current
and voltage were minimised to each patient’s BMI and
density, using the Sure Exposure 3D (SUREExposure,
Toshiba Medical Systems, Japan) with an automatic
exposure control system which reduces tube current
and voltage on the basis of scout images and the recons
[11]
truction kernel .
However, dose reduction by lowering tube voltage
and current causes a substantial increase in noise, espe
[12]
cially in obese patients . To overcome these limitati
ons and allow further dose reduction, new IR algorithms
[13]
represent another milestone in CCTA . IR algorithms

DISCUSSION
We analyzed the CCTA data of 543 unselected co
nsecutive patients with suspected CAD. The median
effective radiation dose was 0.88 mSv (IQR, 0.6-1.4
mSv) with diagnostic image quality in 99% of patients,
verifying that sub-millisievert radiation doses are po
ssible in unselected, real-world patients undergoing
CCTA.
A number of integrated strategies were used to ach
ieve this consistently low dose, including; prospective
ECG-gated acquisition, lowest possible tube current and
voltage, IR (AIDR3D image reconstruction algorithm)
and meticulous attention to patient preparation, both pre
scan (heart rate control) and during the scan (reducti
on in volume of coverage to minimal size possible whilst
allowing complete acquisition in a single volume.
Prospective ECG-gated tube current modulation is
reported to be one of the most effective methods at redu
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Table 2 Characteristics of patients with image quality scores of 1 + 2 vs 3 + 4

Female patient
Mean age ± SD (years)
No. of patients with
heart rate ≤ 65 bpm
No. of patients with
heart rate > 65 bpm
Effective dose ± SD (mSv)

Image quality score 1 + 2

Image quality Score 3 + 4

P value

12/30 (63%)
57.5 ± 10.5
22 (69%)

216/391 (67%)
55.5 ± 10.6
457 (91%)

P = 0.1068
P = 0.2979
P < 0.0001

10 (31%)

43 (9%)

1.98 ± 1.69

1.24 ± 1.41

P = 0.0041

patients receiving betablockers [either oral only (15%),
iv only (27%) or both (23%)] and 85% of patients
achieving a heart rate < 65 bpm. Moreover, we have
demonstrated what we believe is the lowest ever-recor
ded effective dose of 0.18 mSv with a subjective image
quality score of 4 (“excellent”) from a study of real-world
unselected patients. This ultra-low radiation dose for
CCTA is comparable to the radiation range reported for
[22]
a chest X-ray in two views . Advances in radiation dose
reduction without compromising image quality justify the
use of CCTA as a non-invasive alternative to coronary
catheterization in investigating appropriate populations
[23]
for CAD .
The prospective ECG-gated single volume acquisi
tion with AIDR-3D protocol we use at our institution is
not the only potential strategy for very low dose CCTA.
Another contemporary strategy is Prospective ECGtriggered high-pitch spiral acquisition which also allows
the entire heart to be scanned within one single cardiac
[24-26]
cycle thus significantly lowering the radiation dose
.
This coupled with IR techniques have shown ultra-low
mean effective radiation doses ranging from 0.06 mSv
to 0.3 mSv with clinically acceptable diagnostic ima
[7,27]
ges
. While demonstrating the feasibility of ultralow dose CCTA, these studies were limited to carefully
selected patents with a low and regular heart rate (<
60 bpm) and a body weight of less than 100 kg. Other
IR algorithms are also in use including Model-based IR
(MBIR, GE Healthcare, Waukesha, Wisconsin) which
has also shown promising results for noise reduction
[22]
in very-low-dose CCTA . iDose4 and iterative model
reconstruction are alternative IR algorithms released by
Philips Healthcare (Philips Healthcare, Best, the Neth
erlands) that have also maintained image quality at 80%
[13]
lower radiation exposure .
Our study has some limitations. Whilst we included
all consecutive patients undergoing CCTA for the eva
luation of suspected CAD we did not include cardiac CT
performed for other indications such as evaluation of
coronary bypass grafts, evaluation of left atrium ana
tomy prior to atrial fibrillation ablation, pre-operative
assessment for trans-catheter aortic valve replacem
ent or assessment of cardiac function so the same low
doses may not be achieved in these patient groups. In
addition, patients in atrial fibrillation were not included
and whilst the patients were not selected on the basis

0.18 mSv

Figure 2 Coronary computed tomography angiography examination with
image quality score 4 performed in a 52 years old female patient with
heart rate of 56 bpm with a dose of 0.18 mSv.

adaptively apply noise correction at a reduced X-ray
[14]
exposure without compromising spatial resolution .
AIDR and more recently 3D AIDR (AIDR3D) decreases
image noise thus allowing for reductions in tube current
[15]
while preserving overall image quality . BMI-adap
ted tube voltage and current work synergistically with
AIDR3D to reduce image noise while achieving a 75%
radiation dose reduction relative to a scan reconstructed
[16]
with filtered back-projection .
Patient irradiation is further limited by decreasing
the craniocaudal field of view to the minimum required
[17]
following analysis of the scout view . The wide area
detector row CT scanner can be used with less than
the maximum 16 cm (320-detector) craniocaudal covera
ge. For example, imaging over a 14 cm (280 detectors)
craniocaudal field of view will decrease patient dose by
[18]
12.5% and is proven sufficient for most patients .
The radiation dose with the 320-detector CT scanner
is significantly lower if data acquisition occurs as a single
[19]
volume . To facilitate this we were judicious in our use
of beta-blockers to slow the resting heart rate. Lowering
the heart rate with beta-blockers has previously shown
[20]
to be a safe practice , reducing radiation exposure and
[21]
improving image quality . We achieved comparable
X-ray doses in our real world population to Chen et
[19]
al
using a 320-detector CT scanner despite a slower
gantry rotation speed ( 350 ms vs 275 ms due to the
aggressive measures to control heart rate, with 65% of
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A

B

C

D

Figure 3 Examples of correlation of coronary computed tomography angiography with invasive angiography. A: Correct identification of ostial stenosis in
right coronary; B: Correct identification of significant stenosis in left anterior descending coronary; C: Coronary computed tomography angiography (CCTA) incorrectly
classifies lesion as not significant (subsequently proven to be haemodynamically significant with fractional flow reserve); D: CCTA incorrectly identifies a significant
lesion in circumflex coronary due to artefact from extensive calcification.

combination of low-dose CCTA scan protocol and AID
R3D with a 320-detector row CT scanner can provide
high quality images at exceptionally low radiation dose
in patients being investigated for CAD.

of body weight, body mass index was not recorded and
actual weight measurements were only available for
32% of the patients meaning the effect of patient weight
on dose could not be investigated in this study. In view
of this, the results may not be generalizable to patients
who are overweight or in atrial fibrillation.
The image quality score used is a subjective ass
essment and was performed by the authors. Whilst the
results of patients who underwent invasive coronary
angiography are included, the proportion is relatively
small and a more robust assessment of image adequacy
would have been obtained if all patients had undergone
the gold standard of invasive angiography.
Finally, the conversion factor to determine effecti
ve radiation dose equivalents has been a point of con
[28]
troversy . Previous ICRP conversion factors for the
-1
-1
chest have varied from 0.012-0.026 mSv mGy cm
[29]
potentially yielding even lower radiation estimates .
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HIGHLIGHTS
ARTICLE
Research background

Traditionally, coronary angiography has been the gold standard in diagnosing
coronary artery disease (CAD). Coronary computed tomography angiography
(CCTA), however, is increasingly being used as a rapid and less invasive
alternative in diagnosing patients at risk of CAD. A 3D image of the heart
and coronary circulation can be rendered with a CT scanner using only an
intravenous injection of iodine-rich contrast, thus circumventing the need
for insertion of a catheter via an artery of vein. However, imaging coronary
arteries presents increased challenges, since it requires both a high temporal
resolution to reduce motion artifacts caused by cardiac motion and a high
spatial resolution to differentiate small coronary structures. While images
obtained with CCTA scanners are now comparable to coronary angiography
these CT requirements have previously resulted in higher radiation doses thus
increasing the lifetime risk of radiation-induced malignancy. Advances in CCTA
scanner hardware and image reconstruction techniques have led to reports
of exceptionally low radiation doses, down to 0.06 mSv, while maintaining
diagnostic image quality of the coronary arteries. For example, in prospective
electrocardiogram-gated acquisition the X-ray tube is switched on only for a
reduced percentage of the cardiac cycle rather than the whole cycle. Automatic
exposure control uses the lowest possible CT tube current and voltage adjusted
to the patient’s body habitus. This works in synergy with novel image IR
algorithms that adaptively apply noise correction to offset an increase in image
noise caused by a reduced tube voltage. Using pharmacological methods to
reduce heart rate, with oral or intravenous beta-blockers, has proven to reduce
cardiac motion during the acquisition leading to improved images. An initial

CONCLUSION
We report a series of over 500 CCTAs performed at our
health board with excellent image quality and median
effective dose of 0.88 mSv. This includes the lowest
ever-reported radiation dose for a routine clinical CCTA
(0.18 mSv). We have demonstrated that provided
patients are in sinus rhythm and with the judicious use
of beta blockers to achieve heart rates < 65 bpm a
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scout view of the thorax can also be used to minimize the volume covered perpatient in a single complete acquisition to further reduce the radiation. However,
these previous studies were conducted on small cohorts that were pre-selected
for low body weight and heart rate, and were limited by a low prevalence of
CAD. The feasibility and effect of these low-dose scan modes on both image
quality and radiation exposure in a large patient population with various heart
rates is currently unknown. In this study, we determined the radiation dose
and subjective image quality using a combination of state-of-the-art CCTA
acquisition protocols at our institution in consecutive unselected patients
undergoing CCTA for suspected coronary disease.

real-world unselected patients undergoing routine clinical CCTA. This ultralow radiation dose for CCTA is comparable to the radiation range reported
for a chest X-ray in two views. The data also includes what we believe to be
the lowest ever-reported radiation dose for a routine clinical CCTA 0.18 mSv
with a subjective image quality score of 4 (“excellent”). This demonstrates
that low radiation dose CCTA can be used as a routine clinical screening
tool for CAD without loss of diagnostic image quality. To date, radiation dose
reduction advances in CCTA technology have only been reported in feasibility
studies on small cohorts of highly selected patients with low body habitus and
heart rate. This study demonstrates that low radiation CCTA with good image
quality is possible for most patients undergoing routine screening for CAD with
CCTA using a combination of commercially available, state-of-the-art cardiac
CT technology advances. CCTA is rapid and non-invasive compared with
coronary angiography and has reduced patient recovery time. The reduced
risk in radiation-induced malignancy implies that CCTA is a feasible alternative
to coronary angiography as a primary screening tool for patients with low risk
CAD.

Research motivation

Ultra-low radiation doses of less than one mSv have been reported in other
feasibility studies. While these advances in cardiac CT may effectively lower
radiation dose, these studies are limited to small cohorts of pre-selected
patients with very low and regular heart rates and low body habitus and are
thus not representative of the typical population undergoing screening for CAD.
This study aims to determine the feasibility of these low-dose CCTA acquisition
protocols adopted at our institution in an unselected cohort from a series of
consecutive patients who underwent CCTA for suspected CAD. We hope that
the outcome may demonstrate that CCTA is a viable, non-invasive alternative
to coronary catheterization for screening low-risk populations with suspected
CAD.

Research perspectives

This study did not include patients with atrial fibrillation or other cardiac CT
indications such as evaluation of coronary bypass grafts, evaluation of left
atrium anatomy prior to atrial fibrillation ablation, pre-operative assessment
for trans-catheter aortic valve replacement or assessment of cardiac function.
Feasibility studies with alternative dose-saving strategies have also recorded
ultra-low mean effective radiation doses ranging from 0.06 mSv to 0.3 mSv
with clinically acceptable diagnostic images. These include techniques such as
prospective ECG-triggered high-pitch spiral acquisition but again were limited to
carefully selected patients. Extending these techniques to unselected patients
could highlight the need for alternative protocols for undertaking routine CCTA
for assessment of different patient groups or to incorporate existing technology
at other institutions.

Research objectives

The primary end points of the study were effective radiation dose and
image quality in patients not selected in term of heart rate and body habitus
undergoing routine CCTA. Our objective was to demonstrate that low radiation
doses were feasible for the majority of real-world patients undergoing routine
screening for CAD with CCTA without losing diagnostic image quality.

Research methods
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